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A Good Mix - Authorities and Experts 
 
December 31, 2019  
 
Tampa, FL – Proud is one way to describe how LinktoEXPERT feels 
continually presenting leading edge offerings! 
 
Founder of Authority Footprint and Collaborative Cloud Community 
LinktoEXPERT member, Tami Patzer, recently launched Daily Success Evergreen 
Giveaway. Daily Success Evergreen Giveaway is designed to share knowledge between experts and open  
audiences to each other as our communities download each other’s interviews and/or gifts. 
 
When asked how it works, Patzer was happy to explain, “It is a SMART MOVE to get into the FIRST 
WAVE because that means as the promotions continue over time, you get your free gift in front of new 
audiences as it grows and grows. Your list will GROW. That is the purpose. You can get NEW eyeballs 
on your stuff. You will get more and more subscribers as everyone works to share and promote Daily 
Success! 
 
The beauty of it is, you and I get great content that we bought and can use over and over again. I give you 
all the rights to use your interview with me for any lawful purpose and I retain the rights to use it for any 
lawful purpose.  How cool is that? “ 
 
The process really is that simple!  
 
While many people have stringent requirements and MUST DOS, all Daily Success is asking for you to 
do is to participate! What does that mean? It’s Simple. You share on social media, through email, on your 
shows and podcasts, or via SMS texts…anyway you choose. Daily Success is designed to be FUN, not a 
chore! 
 
“Most people think knowledge is power, but actually it is applied knowledge is power!” Founder of 
LinktoEXPERT, Joanne Weiland, stated. She believes it is not what you know, but what you do with what 
you know. Weiland invites you to visit her website: www.LinktoEXPERT.com to watch, listen and read 
relevant information from business experts that will aid in growing your business with ease. 
 
Learn more about this fascinating new program and the many ways Tami can help you get in front of your 
ideal clients at www.TamaraPatzer.LinktoEXPERT.com or start receiving her information immediately 
by taking two minutes to opt in: www.linktoexpert.com/Subscribe/Subscribe_for_Updates.aspx?id=558 
 
About LinktoEXPERT – Do you want to be known as the authority in your field? How, you ask? With 
our intelligent targeting and unique database exchange program. We elevate your brand to celebrity status 
by magnifying your message, amplifying your brand which makes you a media magnet and your expertise 
known worldwide with ease. Yesterday is too late – start today! 
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